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PETITION OF THE LAKE CARRIERS’ ASSOCIATION PURSUANT TO
SECTION 19 OF THE MERCHANT MARINE ACT, 1920 TO CORRECT
UNFAVORABLE SHIPPING CONDITIONS CAUSED BY A CANADIAN
REGULATION IMPROPERLY AND UNFAIRLY EXCLUDING U.S. CARRIERS
FROM THE EXPORT CROSS-TRADE FROM THE UNITED STATES TO CANADA
____________

Pursuant to Section 19 of Shipping Act, 1920, 46 U.S.C. § 42101, and Part 550 of the
Commission’s regulations, Lake Carriers’ Association (LCA) hereby petitions the Federal
Maritime Commission (FMC or Commission) to initiate a regulation to meet the unfair
competitive conditions created by Transport Canada, an agency of the Government of Canada.
Transport Canada has proposed adoption of regulations requiring LCA’s members who operate
vessels that operate exclusively on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River (such vessels are
commonly termed “Lakers”) to install a ballast water management system (BWMS) to treat
ballast water that is loaded in Canada and discharged in the United States, even though that
requirement is of no environmental benefit to Canada. The regulations would result in driving
these U.S. vessels entirely out of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River (cross-Lakes) U.S.
export trade to Canada. The proposed regulations create a “special condition unfavorable to
shipping in the foreign trade” under Section 19 and under the Commission’s regulations, 46 CFR
Part 550.301(c) and (e).
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Interest of the LCA and its members
Founded in 1880 and one of the oldest active trade associations in the country, the LCA
is made up of owners and operators of Great Lakes-licensed, self-propelled vessels, including
tug/barge units that operate as self-propelled vessels. LCA promotes the common interests of its
members, with special emphasis on legislative and regulatory matters, and strives to maximize
the efficiencies of waterborne commerce on the Great Lakes in a manner that respects the
environment and the natural treasure these freshwater seas represent. LCA maintains statistical
information about the number of ships in service, tracks shipments of major commodities, and,
until Canadian vessel operators stopped sharing cargo data, published a Statistical Annual Report
that detailed cargo movement in members' vessels and Canadian and 3rd-flag vessels.
LCA has actively engaged with Transport Canada, including by commenting on its
regulatory proposals, in an effort to dissuade it from promulgating regulatory restrictions that
will drive LCA’s members from the cross-Lakes U.S. export trade to Canada. Canadian carriers
already dominate this trade, and the new regulation will drive U.S. Lakers out of the trade.
Relief sought
The Commission is authorized by Section 19 of the 1920 Act to ensure that U.S. foreign
commerce is not burdened by non-market barriers to ocean shipping. The Commission may take
countervailing action to correct unfavorable shipping conditions in U.S. foreign commerce and
may impose penalties to address actions by carriers or foreign governments that adversely affect
shipping in the U.S. foreign waterborne trades.
LCA seeks a rule, based on a finding that the Canadian regulations create conditions
unfavorable to shipping in the cross-Lakes U.S. export trade to Canada, designed to assure the
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access of U.S. carriers to that trade. In particular, the Commission may impose fees on vessels
operated by Canadian carriers calling at United States ports, in order to adjust or meet
unfavorable conditions caused by the Canadian regulations, or by imposing countervailing
burdens on Canadian carriers. See, e.g., Port Restrictions and Requirements in the United
States/Japan Trade, 61 Fed. Reg. 58,160, 58,160 (1996)(proposing fees on Japanese carriers to
adjust or meet unfavorable conditions in the U.S.-Japan trade). The measures authorized under
Section 19 also include limitation of sailings, suspension of carriers' tariffs, suspension of
carriers' rights to operate under FMC-filed terminal and other agreements, and any other action
deemed necessary and appropriate to adjust or meet the unfavorable condition.

46 U.S.C. §

42106. LCA asks that the Commission consider and impose any such penalties as will be
necessary to assure the access of U.S. Lakers to the trade. A proposed rule is included later in
this petition.
Applicable statutory and regulatory provisions
Section 19 of the 1920 Act, as now codified at 46 U.S.C. § 42101, reads as follows:
Regulations of the Commission.-(a) Unfavorable Conditions.-To further the objectives and policy
set forth in section 50101 of this title, the Federal Maritime
Commission shall prescribe regulations affecting shipping in
foreign trade, not in conflict with law, to adjust or meet general
or special conditions unfavorable to shipping in foreign trade,
whether in a particular trade or on a particular route or in
commerce generally, including intermodal movements,
terminal operations, cargo solicitation, agency services, ocean
transportation intermediary services and operations, and other
activities and services integral to transportation systems, and
which arise out of or result from laws or regulations of a
foreign country or competitive methods, pricing practices, or
other practices employed by owners, operators, agents, or
masters of vessels of a foreign country.
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(b) Initiation of Regulation.-A regulation under subsection (a) may
be initiated by the Commission on its own motion or on the
petition of any person, including another component of the
United States Government.
The Commission’s implementing regulations, included in 46 CFR, Part 550, summarize
the types of violations that can be found under Section 19:
46 CFR 550.301. Findings.--For the purposes of this part,
conditions created by foreign governmental action or competitive
methods, pricing practices or other practices of owners, operators,
agents or masters of foreign vessels are found unfavorable to
shipping in the foreign trade of the United States, if such
conditions:
(a) Impose upon vessels in the foreign trade of the United
States fees, charges, requirements, or restrictions different
from those imposed on other vessels competing in the trade,
or preclude vessels in the foreign trade of the United States
from competing in the trade on the same basis as any other
vessel;
(b) Reserve substantial cargoes to the national flag or other
vessels and fail to provide, on reasonable terms, for
effective and equal access to such cargo by vessels in the
foreign trade of the United States;
(c) Are discriminatory or unfair as between carriers, shippers,
exporters, importers, or ports or between exporters from the
United States and their foreign competitors and which
cannot be justified under generally accepted international
agreements or practices and which operate to the detriment
of the foreign commerce or the public interest of the United
States;
(d) Restrict or burden a carrier's intermodal movements or
shore-based maritime activities, including terminal
operations and cargo solicitation; agency services; ocean
transportation intermediary services and operations; or
other activities and services integral to transportation
systems; or
(e) Are otherwise unfavorable to shipping in the foreign trade
of the United States.
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Concise description and citation of the Government of Canada’s proposed
regulations:
As most relevant to LCA’s complaint, the Canadian proposed regulations require certain
vessels to install BWMSs, but exempt vessels of a non-signatory party to the International
Maritime Organization’s International Convention on the Management of Ships’ Ballast Water
and Sediments (the Convention), such as the United States, if they operate exclusively within the
Great Lakes Basin (Lakers) and do not “load or release” ballast water into Canadian waters.
The key portions of the Canadian regulations are laid out below.
Application
3 (1) Except as otherwise provided, these Regulations apply in
respect of the following vessels if they are designed or constructed
to carry ballast water:
(a) Canadian vessels everywhere; and
(b) vessels that are not Canadian vessels and are in waters
under Canadian jurisdiction.
Non-application
(3) These Regulations do not apply in respect of
(a) vessels operating under the authority of a state that is
not a party to the Convention if they operate exclusively in
the Great Lakes Basin and if they do not load or release
ballast water into waters under Canadian jurisdiction
(emphasis added);
(b) vessels that are owned or operated by a state and used
only in government non-commercial service; or
(c) vessels that carry only permanent ballast water in sealed
tanks such that it is not subject to release.
Quantity
(4) For greater certainty, these Regulations apply to the
management of any quantity of ballast water that may be released
from a vessel.
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Ballast Water Performance Standard
Deemed compliance
12 (1) A vessel using a ballast water management system to
meet the ballast water performance standard is deemed to have met
that standard in respect of ballast water loaded on the Great
Lakes or the St. Lawrence River if-(a) the vessel’s ballast water management system was
installed before September 8, 2024;
(b) the vessel meets the requirements of section 8;
(c) the vessel holds and keeps on board a valid IBWM
Certificate or an equivalent document referred to in
section 23;
(d) the vessel’s ballast water management system is in
good working order and has been maintained and
operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions; and
(e) ballast water is managed in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions for the vessel’s ballast
water management system, subject to any limiting
operating conditions or other restrictions identified in
the system’s type approval certificate issued under the
BWMS Code.
Vessels of Non-Parties to the Convention
Equivalent document
23 A vessel that is entitled to fly the flag of a state that is not a
party to the Convention must not load or release ballast water in
waters under Canadian jurisdiction unless that vessel holds and
keeps on board a document issued by or on behalf of the
government of that state that certifies that the vessel meets the
requirements of the Convention. (emphasis added)
Administrative Monetary Penalties and Notices (CSA 2001)
Regulations
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26 Part 9 of the schedule to the Administrative Monetary Penalties
and Notices (CSA 2001) Regulations footnote 17 is replaced by the
following:
[See the table of monetary penalties included in the regulations]
A copy of the proposed regulation as published in the official Canadian regulatory
Gazette

is

provided

as

Attachment

1

to

this

petition,

and

http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2019/2019-06-08/html/reg4-eng.html.

is

available

at

Because this is an

official website maintained by the Government of Canada, LCA respectfully submits that it
suffices as a certified copy of the regulation as required by 46 C.F.R.§ 550.403(b).
The proposed TC regulations violate Section 19
and the Commission’s implementing regulations
The crux of the LCA’s Section 19 complaint against the Canadian proposed regulations is
reflected in the language highlighted above, which provides that they do not apply to U.S. Lakers
unless they “load or release” ballast water into Canadian waters. This provision raises the
question why the loading of ballast water in Canadian waters, as opposed to its release, should
trigger the requirement for a U.S. Laker to install a ballast water management system. Loading
ballast water in Canadian waters, as opposed to discharging it, does not result in the potential
introduction of nonnative organisms into Canadian waters. There is thus no reason from a
Canadian environmental perspective to impose the regulatory requirements on a vessel simply
because it loads in a Canadian port ballast water that will be discharged at a U.S. port, and the
proposed regulations cite no scientific evidence addressing this particular action. Indeed, since
the existing requirement of mandatory ballast water exchange for vessels entering the Great
Lakes from overseas was instituted in 2006 no new observable aquatic invasive species
attributed to ballast water have been introduced, much less species causing damage that would
require costly new regulation.
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The apparent anomaly becomes explainable, however, once the competitive situation
between U.S. and Canadian vessels is understood. The regulations serve no environmental
purpose as applied to U.S. Lakers loading ballast water in Canadian waters, but do serve to
advantage Canadian carriers, all or virtually all of which would be required to have ballast water
management systems on their vessels in any event because they must discharge ballast water in
Canadian waters in order to engage in Canada’s domestic trade. Many of these vessels engage in
trade with other countries outside the Great Lakes as well. U.S. Lakers would face no such
requirement in the cross-Lakes U.S. to Canada export trade if, as would be environmentally
sensible, it were not imposed on them merely for loading ballast water in Canadian waters.
LCA advised Transport Canada throughout the regulatory process that its member
carriers could not afford to comply with the regulations merely to engage in the cross-Lakes U.S.
export trade to Canada, and that the result of the environmentally senseless requirement that they
do so merely because they would be loading ballast water for their return voyage to the United
States after discharging their export cargo would drive them out of the trade. Transport Canada
has chosen to insist on the requirement however, thus unfairly advantaging Canadian carriers at
the expense of U.S. carriers.
By imposing this environmentally unnecessary requirement on U.S. carriers, Transport
Canada is not regulating evenhandedly between U.S. and Canadian carriers.

Rather, it is

disadvantaging U.S. carriers for no legitimate purpose, thus creating a condition unfavorable to
shipping in the foreign trade of the United States. The requirement is equivalent, for Section 19
purposes, to the requirement challenged in the U.S.-Japan Section 19 proceeding that all
containerized cargo exported from Japan be weighed and measured by harbor workers,
regardless of commercial necessity. See 61 Fed. Reg. at 58,162.
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In the Japan matter, the question was not whether Japan had the right in the abstract to
require carriers to weigh and measure container cargos for some legitimate purpose, just as the
question here is not whether Canada has the right in the abstract to promulgate legitimate
measures to protect its waters from environmental damage. The proper question here, as in the
Japan case, is whether regulations can be promulgated regardless of necessity that burden U.S.
carriers participating in a trade. See id. (noting that the Japanese weight and measurement
requirement was “not required for any administrative functions or documentary procedures in
Japan, nor do carriers require [it].”). Just as Japan’s imposition of weight and measurement
requirements not supported by any commercial need violated Section 19, so too the Canadian
government’s ballast water requirement as applied to vessels that merely load ballast water in
Canadian waters is a violation of Section 19. Indeed, the conclusion applies with even more
force here because the Canadian regulation not only imposes a cost on U.S. carriers, but also will
have the effect of entirely driving them out of the trade.
We discuss the elements of the Section 19 violation in more detail below.
A. The proposed regulations were issued by a foreign government:
While some Section 19 matters raise an issue as to the extent of foreign governmental
involvement in the rule or practice complained of, there is no such issue in the present case.
Transport Canada has issued the proposed regulations, and it is an agency of the Government of
Canada, a foreign government.
B. The proposed regulation creates conditions unfavorable to shipping in the U.S.
foreign trade
1.

The regulations would require U.S. Lakers to install BWMSs to
engage in the cross-Lakes U.S. to Canada export trade
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U.S. Lakers are engaged in foreign trade between the United States and Canada on the
Great Lakes. They travel not only from one point in the United States to another, but also carry
cargoes between the United States and Canada. By Canadian law, U.S. Lakers are prohibited
from carrying cargo between Canadian ports. By their design and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
certification, U.S. Lakers cannot operate in waters outside of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
River, so they can only engage in the U.S. domestic trade and cross-Lakes trades.
U.S. Lakers cannot avoid Transport Canada’s proposed regulations and continue to carry
U.S. exports to Canada because they must load ballast water as they offload cargo at Canadian
ports for vessel safety reasons. Lakers without cargo or ballast water lack adequate dynamic
stability to safely operate in a range of environmental conditions. And as discussed more fully
below, the requirement in the proposed regulations that U.S. carriers install costly BWMSs
merely because they load ballast water in Canadian waters, which is illogical on its face, in fact
serves no environmental purpose and has been instituted simply to competitively advantage
Canadian carriers.
2.

The harm reasonably be expected to be caused LCA from the
proposed regulations would be substantial

As LCA advised Canada throughout the regulatory process, the proposed regulations
would impose a regulatory cost on U.S. Lakers greater than the long-term profitability of that
trade. This would result in their exiting the trade, and thus in a prospective cargo loss of the
entire amount of the cargo carried in the trade. See 46 C.F.R. §550.403(d)(1).
Projections of the future cargo that would be lost are necessarily imprecise, but LCA
submits that an average based on the last ten years would offer a sound approximation. For
example, in projecting the amount of traffic on the Great Lakes for which pilotage services will
be needed, the Coast Guard uses rolling average of traffic for the previous ten years. See Great
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Lakes Pilotage Rates—2018 Annual Review and Revisions to Methodology, 83 Fed. Reg. 26,162,
26,181-82 (2018). The Coast Guard believes that the use of this period assures that a variety of
market conditions are included, thus reducing the likelihood of “dramatic swings from year to
year.” Id. at 26,173. LCA thus submits that a ten-year period average is representative within
the meaning of 46 C.F.R. §550.403(d)(3). And using any historical period the amount of cargo
involved is substantial -- at least one million tons per year and usually over two million tons,
often substantially.
Over the past 10 years, U.S. Lakers carried an average of nearly 2.6 million net tons of
cross-Lakes U.S. export trade cargo to Canada annually. A chart setting out the annual export
volumes over the ten-year period from 2010 to 2019 is attached at Exhibit 1. LCA believes that
all of this cargo would be lost to U.S. carriers under the proposed regulation because U.S. Lakers
would be unable to comply without expenditures that would dwarf the expected returns from
participation in the cross-Lakes trades.
LCA has calculated over the 25-year analysis period of Transport Canada’s proposed
regulations (2019-2044, the last 20 years of which a BWMS would be required), the U.S. Laker
fleet would have to spend 1.132 billion Canadian dollars to have access to a total of 71.1 million
short tons of cargo1, an average cost of 15.92 Canadian dollars per ton in addition to their current
costs. That figure is alone within the range of current all-in U.S. Laker freight rates. This
doubling of U.S. Lakers’ freight rates to be eligible to carry cross-Lakes cargo would make them
non-competitive with Canadian vessels.
1

This figure is the product of multiplying the average annual historical U.S. Laker cargo for both
directions of the cross-Lakes trade in Exhibit 1 by the 20 years of the analysis period during
which a BWMS would be required. Both directions of the cross-Lakes trade are included
because, under Transport Canada’s proposed regulations, installing a BWMS would enable a
U.S. Laker to participate in both directions of that trade. This assumes that the service life of the
BWMS is approximately 20 years.
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LCA member U.S. Laker operators would be unable to bear the increased cost of such
regulations and stay competitive and thus would have to exit that trade.

Canadian vessel

operators would directly benefit from the exit of U.S. Lakers from that trade by taking over the
portion of the trade formerly conducted by U.S. Lakers and enjoying a de facto monopoly on
cross-Lakes U.S. export to Canada waterborne trade. While the proposed regulations also would
prevent U.S. Lakers from participating in the cross-Lakes Canada export to U.S. trade by
prohibiting the untreated discharge of ballast water into Canadian waters, LCA does not contest
Canada’s right to regulate such discharges, does not include this aspect of Transport Canada’s
proposed regulations in this petition, and expects that U.S. Lakers also would generally exit that
trade rather than incur the costs of installing and operating BWMSs.
C. The proposed regulations are discriminatory and unfair as between U.S. and
Canadian carriers
Canadian vessels already carry more than 90 percent of the cross-Lakes trade. The vast
majority of U.S. Lakers were built before January 1, 2009, so they are generally older than
Canadian vessels, and each fleet is designed for different purposes. U.S. Lakers virtually never
operate downstream of Montreal, and rarely operate downstream of Lake Erie, but Canadian
vessels routinely operate outside the St. Lawrence River as far north as the Arctic and often
overseas. U.S. Lakers are therefore not designed to hold saltwater ballast in their uncoated
ballast tanks, while Canadian vessels are. U.S. and Canadian Lakers built before January 1, 2009
are not required by U.S. law or regulations to install BWMSs. U.S. and Canadian Lakers built
on or after that date are required by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Vessel
General Permit (VGP) to install a BWMS, but the USCG has issued extensions of this BWMS
installation deadline to the few such U.S. vessels. Because only Canadian-flag vessels are
allowed to engage in the Canadian domestic trade and loading Canadian domestic trade cargo
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requires discharging ballast water in Canadian ports, Canadian vessels engaged in Canadian
domestic trade will be required by the proposed regulations to install BWMSs. The additional
legal requirement in the proposed regulations that they install BWMSs in order to load ballast
water in Canadian waters thus has no additional practical effect on Canadian vessels.
Transport Canada’s proposed Regulation 23 (Equivalent document) requires U.S. Lakers
loading ballast water in Canadian waters to carry a document issued by the USCG that certifies
that the Laker meets the requirements of the Convention. U.S. Lakers would have to install a
BWMS in order to obtain this document from the USCG. The imposition of this requirement by
the proposed regulations on vessels merely because they load ballast water in Great Lakes
Canadian waters that will be discharged in Great Lakes U.S. waters will make U.S. Lakers
noncompetitive in the trade, while having no effect on Canadian vessels, and, in the words of the
Commission’s regulation, “preclude vessels in the foreign trade of the United States from
competing in the trade on the same basis as [Canadian] vessels.”
Transport Canada estimates the cost to install, operate, and maintain BWMSs on all
Canadian vessels, including vessels not engaged in the cross-Lakes trade, for the next 25 years to
be 632 million Canadian dollars. Because this cost is required for those vessels to remain
engaged in the Canadian domestic trade, LCA asserts that there is no additional cost of the
regulation to Canadian vessels based on their loading of ballast water in Canadian waters while
engaging in the U.S./Canada cross-Lakes trade. At most, since the cross-Lakes trade comprises
approximately half of all Canadian fleet annual cargo volumes, only approximately 316 million
Canadian dollars in costs should be assigned to the approximately 600 million net tons of cargo
that Canadian vessels are projected to carry in the cross-Lakes trade during the same 20-year
period used for the U.S. Laker cost estimate. LCA estimates that the cost to install, operate, and
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maintain BWMSs on its fleet during this same period is 1.132 billion Canadian dollars. Because
the vast majority of these U.S. Lakers were built before January 1, 2009 and are not otherwise
required to incur this cost under U.S. law or regulation, and all U.S. lakers built after that date
have received extensions of their BWMS installation deadline from the U.S. Coast Guard, LCA
asserts that all of this 1.132 billion Canadian dollar cost would have to be incurred simply in
order for U.S. Lakers to continue to serve the U.S./Canada cross-Lakes trade. As noted earlier,
this more than one billion Canadian dollar cost is far greater than the long-term profitability of
that trade (it essentially doubles the U.S. Laker cost of participating in that trade while Canadian
carriers would experience less than one Canadian dollar per ton cost increase for that trade). It
will preclude U.S. Lakers from competing on the same basis with Canadian vessels with no
legitimate purpose, creating a condition unfavorable to shipping in the U.S.-Canada foreign trade
in violation of Section 19.
D. The proposed regulations are intentionally targeted at driving U.S. Lakers out of
the U.S./Canada cross-Lakes trade.
LCA advised Transport Canada on numerous occasions prior to the publication of its
proposed regulations of the implications of regulating U.S. Lakers loading in Canadian waters
ballast water that will be discharged in U.S. waters. Because the science cited in the regulations
does not show any environmental benefit to Canadian waters from regulating U.S. Lakers
loading ballast water in Canadian waters, the inference is strong that that regulation is in fact a
shipping regulation disguised as environmental regulation, and has the intent to drive U.S.
Lakers out of an important foreign trade.
If a U.S. Laker were to offload U.S. export cargo at one Canadian port (requiring the
loading of ballast water) and transit to another Canadian port to load cargo (requiring the
discharge of ballast water), the separate Transport Canada requirement that ballast water
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discharged in Canadian waters be treated with a BWMS would apply, and the regulation of
ballast water loading would not be required in order to protect Canadian waters. And as noted in
LCA’s comments on the proposed regulations, Transport Canada’s statement in Gazette Part 1
that “The implementation of the Convention’s performance standard by foreign and domestic
vessels would reduce the environmental and economic impacts of invasive species introduced to
Canada by foreign vessels, introduced to foreign waters by Canadian vessels, and spread within
Canada by domestic vessels,” provides no basis for regulating the loading in Canada by U.S.-flag
Lakers of ballast water that will be discharged in U.S. waters, as these discharges would not
introduce aquatic non-native species into Canada.
Neither Transport Canada’s proposed regulations nor the science referenced in
connection with their promulgation provides any evidence that discharges into U.S. waters by
U.S. Lakers of untreated ballast water loaded in Canadian waters risks any environmental harm
to Canadian waters. The referenced documents assess only the risks to Canada’s environment of
discharges of untreated ballast water into Canadian waters, and identify no specific benefits to
Great Lakes Canadian waters of requiring U.S. Lakers to treat ballast water loaded in Canadian
waters and discharged in U.S. waters.
LCA’s comments on the proposed regulations demonstrated the following as well:
1. Transport Canada’s statements in Gazette Part I that “In 2014, a peer-reviewed
national risk assessment, prepared by Fisheries and Oceans Canada for Transport
Canada, found that …. international vessels travelling to the Great Lakes from
overseas represented the lowest risk category of vessels, due to full compliance with
requirements that they replace ballast water contents with water taken up from the
open ocean,” and that ”….domestic Great Lakes vessels posed a high risk of
spreading invasive species to new areas, exacerbating associated negative effects” are
without merit with regard to U.S. Lakers loading ballast water in Canadian waters and
discharging it in U.S. waters. The 2014 national risk assessment upon which these
statements are based, and the science on which that risk assessment is based, only
looked at port-to-port movements of aquatic non-native species by ballast water
through discharges in Canadian ports, not the spread of aquatic non-native species
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from U.S. ports to neighboring Canadian waters. Therefore, that risk assessment
provides no scientific basis to characterize U.S. Laker ballast water loaded in
Canadian waters and discharged without treatment into U.S. waters as creating an
environmental risk to Canadian waters.
2. Transport Canada cites no scientific evidence that any aquatic non-native species
already present in Great Lakes Canadian waters would be more likely to spread to
other Great Lakes Canadian waters if it is first loaded by a U.S. Laker and discharged
untreated in U.S. waters. Any ballast water loaded in U.S. ports in which such
discharges of untreated, Canadian-sourced ballast water had taken place would still be
required to be treated before it could be discharged in Canadian waters.
3. Transport Canada’s regulations provide no rationale for Canada to regulate discharges
of ballast water into U.S. waters differently based on whether that water was loaded
in Canada or the United States. In both instances the appropriate regulator of those
discharges is the U.S., not Canada. Transport Canada admits that the U.S. is the
appropriate regulator for ballast water loaded in all countries other than Canada that is
discharged into U.S. waters, but provides no scientific rationale for asserting that it is
nonetheless Transport Canada and not the U.S. that is the appropriate regulator for
ballast water loaded in Canada and discharged into U.S. waters.
Because there is no science supporting Transport Canada’s conscious decision to regulate
U.S. Lakers simply because they load ballast water in Canadian waters, and because LCA
expressly advised Transport Canada that the regulations will have the effect of driving U.S.
carriers from the cross-Lakes U.S. export trade to Canada for no legitimate reason, the inference
is inescapable that the regulations have been intentionally designed to achieve that result.
Before Transport Canada published its proposed regulations, the agency met privately
with Canadian vessel owners and maritime interests regarding their development, but did not
invite LCA to participate in these meetings. Canadian vessel owners and maritime interests had
previously complained to the agency about the cost of installing a BWMS. The resulting
regulations, however, would lead to U.S. Lakers exiting the cross-Lakes U.S. export trade to
Canada entirely, allowing Canadian vessel operators to gain the revenue lost by U.S. Lakers in
that trade. This would help offset the costs to Canadian vessel operators of installing BWMSs on
their vessels.
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While Transport Canada is entitled to offer carriers incentives to soften the costs of its
regulation, it cannot impose an environmentally senseless requirement on U.S. Lakers for the
purpose of advantaging Canadian carriers. That is governmental action creating conditions
unfavorable to U.S. shipping, which the Commission has the power to issue a rule to correct.
These proposed regulations also come in the context of repeated attempts by the
Government of Canada to discriminate against U.S. Laker operators in the cross-Lakes trades.
For example, for years LCA actively protested Canada’s application of its Coast Guard Marine
Navigation Services Fee (MNSF) in a manner that discriminated against U.S. Lakers by charging
a lower fee to Canadian shipping companies. The overcharges to U.S. Lakers occurred over an
extended period between 1998 and 2004. Only after LCA complained to the FMC and the U.S.
Department of State did the Canadian Government agree to evaluate the discriminatory nature of
the fee, which placed a 3 - 11 cent (Canadian) surcharge per ton on U.S.-flag vessels engaged in
the cross-Lakes trade. U.S. vessels making exactly the same cross-Lakes transit as a Canadian
vessel and using exactly the same level of Canadian Coast Guard services paid a materially
higher fee. Canada finally admitted fault in 2007, and only then agreed to apply the MNSF in a
more equitable way and to remit hundreds of thousands of dollars to U.S. Laker operators for
overcharges assessed between 1998 and 2004.
Another incident began in October of 2012, when Transport Canada announced that it
was considering a “transit standard” to regulate ballast water and other vessel discharges on the
Great Lakes. Such a standard would have required vessels transiting through Canadian waters
— regardless of whether those vessels loaded or discharged ballast water in Canadian waters ―
to install multimillion-dollar BWMSs.

Transport Canada proposed this transit standard even

though the Government of Canada had strongly opposed a similar standard that the State of New
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York had proposed only a few years earlier, stating in in one official letter, “The proposed
requirements for ballast water discharges will have a damaging effect on the highly integrated
economy of the Great Lakes region as a whole by severely impeding the movement of Canadian
ships, while failing to achieve environmental benefits.”2 Canada’s prior position is entirely
inconsistent with its current proposal to impose a similarly senseless requirement on LCA
vessels as a condition of their participation in the cross-Lakes U.S. export to Canada trade.
In another official letter, Canada objected that the New York transit standard “risks
creating significant economic harm to our respective industries while having no measurable
impact in addressing the threat posed by alien invasive species,”3 again a position directly at
odds with its current position that would favor its own carriers and disadvantage U.S. carriers.
Canada also “noted the responsibilities of both countries as set out in the Boundary Waters
Treaty of 1909, article 1,” and the Exchange of Notes in 1952, which state that “‘both countries
shall use their best endeavors to avoid placing unreasonable restrictions’ on navigation.”4 In
addition, Canada said, “the binational Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement calls for compatible
regulations in these shared waters.”5 The Canadian foreign minister also stated, in words that
fully support LCA’s current complaint, that:
The Great Lakes and St. Lawrence is a shared waterway and the
best approach for effective environmental management is
through cooperation, not through unilateral measures,
especially those which unfairly penalize one party … Of
additional concern to Canada is the patchwork of ballast water
2

Letter from Honourable Lawrence Cannon, Canadian Minster of Foreign Affairs, to the
Honourable Condoleezza Rice, U.S. Secretary of State. Dec. 11, 2008. (“Cannon letter”)
3
Letter from Heather Grant, Director General, North American Policy Bureau, Foreign Affairs
and International Trade Canada, to Roberta Jacobson, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Canada,
Mexico, and NAFTA Issues, U.S. Department of State. Aug. 16, 2010.
4

Id.

5

Cannon letter.
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regulations emerging in the Great Lakes, as each state in the region
introduces differing requirements under EPA’s permit system …
We support the development of compatible rules in the United
States and the Great Lakes States.6
Under withering criticism, especially from Canada, New York first delayed the
implementation of its transit standard, and then withdrew it in the fall of 2012. Yet even so,
Transport Canada released a discussion paper proposing an apparently retaliatory transit standard
of its own, which LCA termed “a regulatory embargo preventing our ships from calling on
Canadian Great Lakes ports…”7 Despite Transport Canada’s prior calls for “cooperation” and
“the development of compatible rules,” the Canadian proposal explicitly contradicted the EPA’s
VGP and USCG regulations. Only after LCA requested that the FMC investigate Transport
Canada’s proposed transit standard, and at least one FMC Commissioner travelled to Canada and
met with Canadian government officials to discuss it, did Transport Canada withdraw its transit
standard proposal.

However, it has now replaced it with a similarly discriminatory and

anticompetitive approach in its current proposed regulation that would disadvantage U.S. Lakers
in the cross-Lakes U.S. export to Canada trade under the guise of environmental regulation.
E. The proposed regulations cannot be justified under generally accepted international
agreements or practices
Unable to point to any legitimate environmental basis for regulating U.S. Lakers simply
because they load ballast water in Canadian waters, Transport Canada has suggested that the
regulations are necessary to comply with its obligations under the Convention. There is no such
obligation, however.
The Convention imposes a performance standard, described in acceptable concentrations
of certain sizes and types of organisms, on ballast water discharged from vessels, and authorizes
6

Id. (emphasis added)

7

https://www.commerce.senate.gov/services/files/54513728-D349-41C6-86BC-2345DC1F764D
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each party to the Convention to enforce this performance standard on vessels discharging ballast
water in its waters. It does not mention regulating the loading of ballast water in the regulating
country’s waters that will be discharged in the waters of another country, much less require
signatories to the Convention to regulate such loading. We are unaware of any other party to the
Convention that regulates the loading of ballast water in its waters that will be discharged in
another country’s waters, and Transport Canada has pointed to none in its materials supporting
the regulation.
Indeed, the current Tranport Canada proposal, which would require U.S. Lakers to install
a BWMS but not require them to meet any discharge standard, is squarely inconsistent with the
IMO Convention, and would conflict with the U.S. Clean Water Act and U.S. EPA requirements
as well. Because the IMO has a discharge standard and not an equipment standard, U.S.-flag
Lakers calling at Canadian ports would need to meet the discharge standard by installing a
BWMS in order to obtain the USCG documentation required to comply with Transport Canada’s
proposed implementation of the Convention, specifically proposed Regulation 23.

Transport

Canada’s rejection of LCA’s proposal that Transport Canada drop its proposed regulation of
ballast water loading is inconsistent with the Convention, is certainly not required by the
Convention, and as set out above raises a strong inference that Transport Canada’s purpose is
anticompetitive, and not to address a legitimate environmental concern.
Transport Canada has suggested that because Canadian vessels engaged in the Canadian
domestic and U.S./Canada cross-Lakes trades will have to install BWMSs (even though they
would have to do this because they discharge ballast water in Canadian waters), its proposed
regulation must require U.S. Lakers to install BWMSs as well so as not to provide “more
favourable treatment” under the Convention to U.S. Lakers than to Canadian vessels.
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[Paragraph 3 of Article 3 of the Annex to the Convention]. Transport Canada cites no support for
the proposition that it is entitled to impose a costly and unnecessary requirement on U.S. Lakers
simply to “even out” an otherwise supposed competitive disadvantage of Canadian vessels that
currently dominate the cross-Lakes trade. Again, the suggestion itself reveals that the purpose of
the requirement is not environmental protection, but to regulate shipping competition to benefit
its own carriers.
In any event, the proposed requirement to require installation of a BWMS in order to load
ballast water in Canadian waters is unnecessary to provide “not more favourable treatment.”
According to a July 2018 study by Martin Associates, Canadian vessels carried a total of 29.6
million net tons of cargo in the cross-Lakes trades in 2017, but U.S. Lakers carried only 2.8
million net tons in the same trades that year.8 Canadian vessels clearly already have a significant
advantage over U.S. Lakers in the cross-Lakes trades, carrying more than 90% of that cargo and
enjoying “more favourable treatment” under current conditions. Had Transport Canada retained
its current regulatory treatment of U.S. and Canadian Laker ballast water in its proposed
regulations, there would be no change in those vessels’ competitive situation due to the proposed
regulations and Canadian vessels would have continued to enjoy a competitive advantage over
U.S. Lakers.
Had Transport Canada imposed the BWMS requirement only on discharges of ballast
water in Canadian waters and not applied it to the loading of ballast water in Canadian waters,
Canadian regulations would have been fully consistent with the Convention and the
implementation of the Convention by other parties. Under such a system of Canadian regulation,
8

http://www.lcaships.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Final-Full-Study-Low-Res2.pdf. The
LCA-collected cargo data in Exhibit 1 lists 2.9 million net tons of cargo for 2017; there are slight
variations in the two totals due to different data collection methods and responses that LCA does
not believe are matiefrla to this Petition.
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in the cross-Lakes U.S. export trade to Canada, U.S. Lakers without BWMSs would compete
with Canadian vessels that have installed them, the expected increase in the size of the Canadian
fleet would increase their capacity to carry more of this cargo, and other competitive factors
favoring Canadian vessels would remain. In the cross-Lakes Canada to U.S. export trade,
however, Canadian vessels would have a monopoly, as U.S. Lakers would exit that trade instead
of installing a BWMS necessary to allow ballast water to be discharged into Canadian waters.
Under such a system of Canadian regulation, each country’s fleet would have this particular
regulatory advantage in the export trade of its own country, but the net effect would be that
Canadian vessels would likely suffer no net reduction in their share of the total cross-Lakes trade
under LCA’s proposal. Under such a system of Canadian regulation, U.S. Lakers would not
receive “more favorable treatment” overall in the U.S./Canada cross-Lakes trade on the basis of
ballast water regulation, Transport Canada would be in compliance with the Convention, and the
factors that support current Canadian vessel dominance in the cross-Lakes trades would be
unaffected.
By contrast, the proposed regulations would unambiguously favor Canadian carriers by
forcing U.S. Lakers completely out of cross-Lakes trades. Transport Canada cannot hide behind
the Convention to justify forcing U.S. Lakers entirely out of the cross-Lakes trades in order to
provide Canadian vessels an even greater advantage over U.S. Lakers.
F.

The proposed regulations operate to the detriment of the foreign commerce or the
public interest of the United States.
Transport Canada’s proposed requirement that U.S. Lakers install BWMSs in order to

load in Canadian waters ballast water that will be discharged in U.S. waters is squarely
inconsistent with the EPA VGP requirements and USCG regulations applicable to such vessels.
No U.S. public interest is served by such inconsistent regulation. U.S. Laker operators would
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almost surely be forced to exit the U.S.-Canada cross-Lakes trade entirely rather than bear the
increased cost of that regulation. U.S. Laker operators would lose tens of millions of dollars
annually in freight revenue due to the loss of this U.S. export cargo and the U.S. Treasury would
lose its corresponding portion of taxes related to this U.S. Laker economic activity.
Canadian vessel operators would benefit from the exit of U.S. Lakers from that trade by
taking over the portion of the trade formerly conducted by U.S. Lakers and enjoying a de facto
monopoly on all U.S./Canada cross-Lakes trade. The evils of such a monopoly are plain,
including increased shipping costs paid by U.S. exporters to Canada. None of this serves the
public interests of the United States.
Proposed regulation
As required by 46 C.F.R. §550.403(e), LCA provides here a recommended regulation.
LCA acknowledges that the Commission is in the best position to determine which of the many
regulatory options available to it under Section 19 are most appropriate and effective. As noted
above, the options include limiting sailings or the amount or type of cargo carried, tariff or
agreement suspension, imposition of fees, or requests to refuse clearance or deny entry to
Canadian vessels. LCA proposes the following regulation based on what the Commission
approved in the Japan case:
(a) Conditions unfavorable to shipping in the trade. The
Federal Maritime Commission (``Commission'') has identified the
following conditions unfavorable to shipping in the U.S.-Canada
waterborne trade in the Great Lakes Basin (cross-Lakes trade)
arising out of or resulting from laws and regulations of the
Government of Canada:
(1) Canada has proposed regulations that would require
U.S. vessels that operate exclusively within the Great Lakes Basin
(U.S. Lakers”) to install ballast water management systems if they
load ballast water in Canadian waters, even if they do not
discharge any ballast water into Canadian waters.
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(2) Loading ballast water in Canadian waters, as opposed
to discharging it, does not result in the potential introduction of
nonnative organisms into Canadian waters. The risk assessment
provided with the proposed regulation does not provide a scientific
basis to characterize U.S. Laker ballast water loaded in Canadian
waters and discharged without treatment into U.S. waters as
creating an environmental risk to Canadian waters.
(3) Over the 25-year analysis period of the proposed
regulations the U.S. Laker fleet would have to spend 1.132 billion
Canadian dollars to install, operate, and maintain ballast water
management systems in order to have access to an estimated total
of 71.1 million short tons of cargo, resulting in an average
additional cost of 15.92 Canadian dollars per ton of cargo. This
increase in U.S. Lakers’ freight rates to be eligible to carry crossLakes cargo would make U.S. Lakers non-competitive with
Canadian vessels and cause them exit that trade.
(4) Because of their different trade patterns most
Canadian carriers would have to install ballast water management
systems regardless of the provision of the regulation LCA
challenges. Canada’s additional requirement to regulate the
loading of ballast water in Canadian waters adds no new costs to
Canadian carriers.
(5) The provision LCA challenges serves no
environmental purpose and has been instituted simply to
competitively advantage Canadian carriers.
(6) Based on the ten-year average of cross-Lakes U.S.
export trade cargo carried annually by U.S. Lakers, those U.S.
vessels could be expected to lose an average of 2.6 million net tons
of cargo annually as a result of Canada’s imposition of the
requirements of the regulation on them solely because they load
ballast water in Canadian waters.
(7) Any fee assessed by the Commission to a Canadian
vessel calling at a U.S. port should serve as a disincentive for
Transport Canada to go forward with the provision LCA
challenges. LCA proposes the assessment of a fee of sufficient
amount to ensure that Canadian carriers increasing their share of
the cross-Lakes trade due to the contested provision forfeit an
amount approximately equal to the resulting ill-gotten revenue.
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(8) As a proxy for actual rates charged by Canadian
carriers, which are unknown to LCA, LCA proposes that the fee be
calculated by multiplying a rate of 15.00 U.S. dollars per ton by an
estimated average 20,000 tons of cargo per Canadian vessel U.S.
port call (without regard to whether the vessel carries U.S. export
or import cargo on such voyage), which yields a fee of 300,000.00
U.S. dollars per U.S. port call.
(b) Assessment of fees. A fee of 300,000.00 U.S. dollars is
assessed each time a Canadian vessel enters any port of the United
States from any foreign port or place.
(c) Report and payment. Each Canadian carrier, on the fifteenth
day of each month, shall file with the Secretary of the Federal
Maritime Commission a report listing each vessel for which fees
were assessed under paragraph (b) during the preceding calendar
month, and the date of each vessel's entry. Each report shall be
accompanied by a cashier's check or certified check, payable to the
Federal Maritime Commission, for the full amount of the fees
owed for the month covered by the report. Each report shall be
sworn to be true and complete, under oath, by the carrier official
responsible for its execution.
(d) Refusal of clearance by the collector of customs. If any
Canadian carrier subject to this section shall fail to pay any fee or
to file any report required by paragraph (c) of this section within
the prescribed period, the Commission may request the Secretary
of Homeland Security to direct the collectors of customs at U.S.
ports to refuse the clearance required by 46 U.S.C. § 60105 to any
designated vessel owned or operated by that carrier.
(e) Denial of entry to or detention at United States ports by
the Secretary of Homeland Security. If any Canadian carrier
subject to this section shall fail to pay any fee required by
paragraph (b) of this section or to file any report required by
paragraph (c) of this section within the prescribed period, the
Commission may request the Secretary of Homeland Security to
direct the Coast Guard to:
(1) Deny entry for purpose of cross-Lakes or oceanborne
trade, of any designated non-U.S. flag vessel owned or
operated by that carrier to any port or place in the United
States or the navigable waters of the United States; or
(2) Detain that vessel at the port or place in the United
States from which it is about to depart.
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(f) Adjustment in fees to meet retaliatory measures. Upon a
finding by the Commission that U.S. carriers have been subject to
discriminatory fees, restrictions, service disruptions, or other
retaliatory measures by the Government of Canada, or any agency,
organization, or person under the authority or control thereof, the
level of the fee set forth in paragraph (b) shall be increased. The
level of the increase shall be equal to the economic harm to U.S.
carriers on a per-voyage basis as a result of such retaliatory
actions, provided that the total fee assessed under this section shall
not exceed one million dollars per voyage.
Request for Discovery
46 C.F.R. §550.502 provides that the Commission may “authorize a party to a proceeding
to use depositions, written interrogatories, and discovery procedures that, to the extent
practicable, are in conformity with the rules applicable in civil proceedings in the district courts
of the United States.” LCA respectfully requests that the Commission authorize it to engage in
such discovery to obtain information that is in the possession of Canadian entities that maybe
relevant to this petition, or in the alternative seek this information through its own investigative
processes. This information includes
1. Any documentation that reflects or discusses any environmental benefits to
Canada of requiring BWMSs on vessels that operate only on the Great Lakes and
St. Lawrence River and load ballast water in Canadian waters, even if they do not
discharge ballast water into Canadian waters.
2. Any documentation that reflects or discusses the costs of requiring BWMSs on
vessels that operate only on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River.
3. Any documentation that reflects or relates to any communications between any
agency or official of the Government of Canada and any other person regarding
the requirement in the proposed regulations that BMWSs be installed on vessels
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that operate only on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River, including but not
limited to any communications reflecting the competitive effects of the proposed
regulation and any alternatives considered to the proposed regulation.
Conclusion
For the reasons set out above, LCA respectfully requests that the Commission find that
the Transport Canada proposed regulations requiring LCA’s members who operate vessels
exclusively on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River to install BWMSs to treat ballast water
loaded in Canada and discharged in the United States create a “special condition unfavorable to
shipping in the foreign trade” under Section 19 of Shipping Act, 1920, 46 U.S.C. § 42101, and
under the Commission’s regulations, 46 CFR Part 550.301(c) and (e). LCA also respectfully
requests that the Commission issue a rule based on such finding that is designed to assure the
continued access of U.S. Lakers to the cross-Lakes U.S. export to Canada trade, in accordance
with the remedial options provided in 46 U.S.C. § 42106.
Respectfully submitted,

James A. Sartucci
John Longstreth
Mark H. Ruge
K&L GATES LLP
1601 K Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006
Phone: (202) 778-9000
Fax: (202) 778-9100
Email: jim.sartucci@klgates.com
john.longstreth@klgates.com
mark.ruge@klgates.com
Counsel to Petitioner Lake Carriers’ Association

March 6, 2020
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VERIFICATION

James H. I. Weakley declares under penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 that
he is the President of Petitioner Lake Carriers’ Association, that he has read the foregoing
Petition, and that the facts stated therein, upon his own knowledge and upon information
received from others, he believes to be true.

______________________________
James H. I. Weakley
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(a) Expected avoided invasive species

In the baseline scenario, it is expected that at least 100.5 non-native species would invade
Canadian waters over the next 25 years. In the regulatory scenario, where vessels are complying
with required D-2 standards of the Convention (by September 2024 ), this number would be reduced
to 39.79. 2 The proposed Regulations would result in a reduction of 60.71 invasive species, 9.11 of
which are expected to cause severe economic or environmental damage. I Figure 1 shows the
number of invasive species in the baseline and regulatory scenarios over the 25-year analytical time
frame.
Figure 1: Number of expected invasive species under the regulatory and baseline scenarios
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(b) Cost saving per expected avoided species

The costs related to a species that has not invaded an ecosystem cannot be known. As a
precautionary basis for estimating potential cost savings, the impact from species that have already
invaded an environment is used as a proxy for the costs of future invasions. Zebra Mussel, for
example, is an invasive species that has had significant consequences on Canadian industries
which rely on access to water supply.
To monetize the expected cost savings associated with the proposed Regulations, this cost-benefit
analysis adopts an avoided cost approach, using the case of Zebra Mussel invasions in Canada. In
doing so, a number of Zebra Mussel studies have been evaluated to determine the impact of this
introduced species to Canadians.
Marbek (2010) estimated the cost of Zebra Mussels in the Ontario Great Lakes region to determine
how a new invasive species could possibly impact different industries. The results suggested that
preventing a non-native species from entering the Great Lakes would be more cost-effective than
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Canadian Import and Export Cargo Carried by U.S.-flag Lakers (tons) - ALL REPORTING COMPANIES

Number of Vessels
Number of Vessels
U.S.-flag
carrier

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

TOTAL

U.S. Exports

Canadian Exports

Total

Individual Port
Calls

2,676,096
1,134,419
5,469,231
2,561,719
1,289,445
2,117,257
2,241,709
1,803,803
2,293,137
3,991,814

570,887
647,860
1,249,039
1,065,002
952,093
934,372
825,549
1,142,123
1,334,766
1,264,752

3,246,983
1,782,279
6,718,270
3,626,721
2,241,538
3,051,629
3,067,258
2,945,926
3,627,903
5,256,566

109
98
266
210
156
190
167
177
243
236

25,578,630

9,986,443

35,565,073

1,852

2,557,863

998,644

3,556,507

185

tons per port call
29,789
18,187
25,257
17,270
14,369
16,061
18,367
16,644
14,930
22,274

in fleet that have

Vessels Calling on in fleet that NEVER called on Canada
Canada
call on Canada
in the last 10 years
24
17
34
32
29
30
27
26
22
26

4

49

267

4

49

Annual
Averages

19,315
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